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OPENING SEQUENCE
[TICK (w/tick audio) fades onto left side of screen.]
[TOCK (w/ tock audio) fades onto right side of screen.]
The TICK TOCK on screen copy fades in and out through VO.]
VO: Our tick-tock strategy of alternating next generation silicon technology and a new microprocessor
architecture—year after year—is accelerating the pace of innovation in the industry. A leading model for
leading edge technology.
[TICK TOCK fills screen.]
[FADE OUT]

CUT TO Man in a white lab coat [INTEL GUUIDE] standing in front of chalkboard, talking to “group of
people in suits”]

AUDIO: A faint Tick-Tock sound begins, and keeps going throughout INTEL GUIDE talking.

INTEL GUIDE: Hello, I’m (name TBD) and I’ll be your guide through the Reliable and Predictable
Processor Advancements Overview...or as I like to call it...the Tick Tock talk. [Laughs to self, CUT TO
image of suits staring blankly at camera—Tick Tock sound halts, replaced with a cricket chirp.]

INTEL GUIDE cont.: Ok... Guess I’ll just dive right in. [Audio of Tick-Tock begins again.] [While
INTEL GUIDE is talking, he is also showing a relevant chart on the blackboard] In a nutshell, the Tick
Tock method drives rapid technology innovation on a reliable and predictable timeline. This model is
designed to deliver comprehensive and ongoing innovation on a two-year cadence and always be one step
ahead of the competition. It’s our term for describing our product cycle. Tick refers to the initial launch of a
new micro architecture and Tock is its successor.

[INTEL GUIDE looks to his left]
INTEL GUIDE cont.: Thank you Daphne...that will be all. [Camera pans over to reveal DAPHNE
standing to left of the blackboard making Tick-Tock sound with her mouth/tongue.] [DAPHNE promptly
stops making the tick-tock sounds, gives a small salute to INTEL GUIDE and exits room.]

CUT TO
INTEL GUIDE cont.: Now, does anyone have any questions? [Points to person in “crowd”] Yes – you
sir...in the suit.

CUT TO [close up of Suit 1 photo with copy balloon overhead]
SUIT 1 VO: Where did the Tick Tock method originate?

CUT TO
INTEL GUIDE: Great suit and great question.   Intel co-founder Gordon E. Moore developed an
important trend in the history of computer hardware: that the number of transistors placed on an integrated
circuit is increasing exponentially, doubling approximately every two years. This is Moore’s Law…and the
Tick Tock method is based on that.  Tick delivers new technology, which puts more transistors in a smaller
area; Tock delivers a new chip, which takes advantage of Tick’s advancements.

CUT TO SUIT 1 Smiling
SUIT 1 VO: I see. Thanks!

INTEL GUIDE: No problem. [Scans crowd] Any other questions? ? [Points to person in “crowd”] Yes –
you miss...in the suit.

CUT TO [close up of SUIT 2 photo with copy balloon overhead]
SUIT 2 VO: How does the Tick Tock method make my life better. What are these technologies, and where
are they being used?



CUT TO
INTEL GUIDE: Another great question.

CUT TO close up of SUIT 2 photo with question mark overhead]
SUIT 2 VO: What about my suit?

CUT TO
INTEL GUIDE: Ah yes...great suit...and great watch. [CUT TO close up of hi-tech digital watch.] In a
way, that watch is the answer to your question.

[CUT TO close up of SUIT 2 with question mark over head]
SUIT 2: What do you mean?

CUT TO
INTEL GUIDE: Well...the relationship between new silicon process technology (tick) and new
processor microarchitecture (tock) is that one fuels the next generation of products that we use
everyday. New, faster chips with more transistors in smaller dimensional areas require new
microprocessor architectures to translate that power into real world applications...like your watch.

CUT TO Crowd of people – close up – looking very impressed
In unison: Wow!

INTEL GUIDE cont.: In fact...almost every single measure of the capabilities of digital electronic devices
is linked to Moore's Law and the Tick Tock method: processing speed, memory capacity, even the
resolution of digital cameras...even your lovely digital watch. Just a few years back, that watch, as well as
many other items, didn’t have the capabilities it has today.

CUT TO [montage of visual examples to match the dialogue.]
INTEL GUIDE VO [with corresponding still-photo scenes]:

Even though cell phones get smaller they are become more powerful.
INTEL GUIDE with huge 1990-ish “cell phone”. [On-screen copy: TICK]
Transitions to
INTEL GUIDE using sleek new 2008 cell phone. [On-screen copy: TOCK]

Workout gear is much more than style, now items can track heart rate, miles run and more.
INTEL GUIDE in 70’s-style sweat suit w/headband. [On-screen copy: TICK]
Transitions to
INTEL GUIDE in hi-tech workout gear. [On-screen copy: TOCK]

Processors are now used in numerous areas in automobiles...like GPS systems.
INTEL GUIDE in car with paper map. [On-screen copy: TICK]
Transitions to
INTEL GUIDE in car with GPS system. [On-screen copy: TOCK]

And computers...just think back a few years...and look at what you are using today and all you can do with
it.
INTEL GUIDE working on older desktop computer. [On-screen copy: TICK]
Transitions to
INTEL GUIDE working on sleek, hi-tech laptop. [On-screen copy: TOCK]

CUT TO
INTEL GUIDE: Night and day. That’s the Tick and the Tock method at work. And Intel wants to
introduce new chip microarchitectures and manufacturing technologies on a regular two-year cadence.



Smaller transistors have lots of benefits. Chipmakers can improve performance by putting more transistors
on the same size chip and dial-down power consumption by getting more work done. There's an economic
upside as well, in that the chips themselves can be made smaller. This allows us to cut more chips from a
single silicon wafer, reducing the cost to build an individual chip and making investors very happy with
fatter profit margins.

CUT TO [image of all SUITS smiling with dollar signs overhead.]

CUT TO [INTEL GUIDE at chalkboard smiling and nodding]
INTEL GUIDE: Thank you all for your time. And feel free to download a copy of the White Paper for
more information. [INTEL GUIDE is pointing towards area on page where White Paper can be
downloaded.]

[We hear director yell “CUT” and see make-up artist go to touch up INTEL GUIDE.]

INTEL GUIDE: How was that? Good?

MAKE-UP ARTIST: Yeah...it was great. I think your ready to try it on real live investors now.

CUT TO [close up of INTEL GUIDE smiling]
INTEL GUIDE: Sweet.


